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66 Hamilton Park North, Hamilton, ML3



This instantly appealing luxury apartment is one of only four front
line first floor apartments set within the prestigious Racecourse
development of Hamilton Park North.

The owners have presented the property in excellent order
throughout with many enhancements to the original spec to
include quality fitted carpeting and attractive, neutral decor. The
original sun balcony offers scope to be fully double glazed to
provide a further public room (subject to planning) whilst the bay
windowed lounge also has an intimate dining area off.

The accommodation comprises of reception hall, large lounge
with feature bay window and dining area with access to covered
sun terrace, integrated dining kitchen, three sizeable bedrooms
with two en suite shower rooms and separate three piece family
bathroom.

The enclosed floor plan shall provide a detailed layout of the
accommodation however we recommend inspection to
appreciate the quality of finish and scale of accommodation on
offer.

The Hamilton Park North development was built by Bryant Homes
circa 2001 and is regarded as the most desirable of the
Racecourse flats. Located between Hamilton and Bothwell,
Hamilton Town Centre is nearby and offers excellent shopping
facilities and retail parks with many well known high street
retailers. There is an excellent choice of sports and recreational
pursuits including swimming baths, golf courses and gyms.
Hamilton has a wide variety of pubs, restaurants, bistros and for
those commuting by public transport there are regular bus and
trains to the surrounding towns and cities including Glasgow and
Edinburgh. For those commuting by car there's the convenience
of the M74 motorway with access both north and southbound
and access to the East Kilbride expressway and M8 motorway.

This instantly appealing
luxury apartment is one
of only four front line first
floor apartments set
within the prestigious
Racecourse
development of
Hamilton Park North.
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